Bharat Vikas Group streamlines administrative control and combats malware attacks with Seqrite EPS

Name of the organization: Bharat Vikas Group India Ltd.  
Headquarter: Pune, India  
Industry: Services  
No. of endpoints with Seqrite EPS: 650  
Website: http://bvgindia.in

“ We operate in an extremely agile and scalable environment. With the help of Seqrite EPS, we are now able to increase the resilience of our network infrastructure and secure our endpoints. ”  
- Rajesh Pandey, Manager-IT, BVG India Ltd.

Challenges
» Frequent malware and virus attacks  
» Ransomware attacks  
» System slowdown

Solutions
» Easy deployment and easy-to-apply IT policies  
» Lesser time and resources spent towards IT management  
» Enhanced security against malware, infected websites, ransomware and more  
» Data loss prevention/File activity monitor; prevents data leakage  
» Roaming platform: Cloud-based solution to monitor endpoints outside local enterprise network  
» Asset management: Comprehensive information on hardware and software configurations  
» Multiple update manager: For network load balancing and avoiding congestion

Business Results
» Robust protection of endpoints from ransomware  
» Easy-to-use management console  
» Uninterrupted protection against malicious websites  
» Reduced business security risks  
» Proactive scanning of installed applications

Company Profile
Bharat Vikas Group (BVG) India Ltd. is one of the largest integrated services organizations in India. BVG India Ltd. was founded by Mr. Hanmant Ramdas Gaikwad, who is currently positioned as Chairman and Managing Director of the organization. The organization was established in 1991 as a cleaning company which has now become a full-fledged integrated services organization having leading customers in India.

BVG India Ltd. has been providing multiple services such as Integrated Services, Mechanized Housekeeping, Waste Management, Logistics & Transport, High-rise Building Cleaning, Production Support, Club-House Maintenance & Management, etc. BVG India Ltd. is serving some major brands such as BOSCH, Accenture, Bajaj Group, RBI, Volkswagen, SBI, ITC Ltd., etc.

Business Challenges
BVG India Ltd. has been catering to multiple organizations and industries. Computers and physical storage devices are the primary tools that have been used by the organization to store data. The employees are using Information Technology (IT) on a daily basis while performing multiple tasks such as submitting applications, collection of payments, generating reports, finances and benefits, and numerous other tasks.

One of the major concerns analyzed by the IT and Security team of BVG India Ltd. was malware and ransomware attacks. The suspected reasons behind these attacks were phishing emails or unauthorized web browsing. With the increasing volume of threats, the security specialists of BVG India Ltd. wanted to opt for an integrated endpoint security solution that could help them secure and improve the performance of their systems.
In terms of manageability, scalability, and usability, Seqrite EPS has catered to all our security requirements. From easy deployment to handling business-critical applications, Seqrite EPS is helping us in securing endpoints and network infrastructure.

Looking ahead towards enhanced security with Seqrite EPS

For a constantly evolving IT environment, it is necessary to adopt a unified security solution with innovative features and inbuilt advanced technology as a long-term investment. With the help of Seqrite EPS, the security specialists at BVG can now manage the endpoints and network infrastructure using a single console. Seqrite EPS offers multi-layered protection with integrated malware protection, data loss prevention, advanced device control, application control, file and print activity monitoring and many more.

Features

- **Anti Ransomware**
  Protection from ransomware attacks and automatically takes back-up of files.

- **Antivirus**
  Offers malware protection that is certified by leading industry certifications.

- **Firewall**
  Monitors inbound and outbound network traffic based on rules.

- **Data Loss Prevention (DLP)**
  Prevents data leakage within or outside the organization by monitoring data transfer channels.

- **Advanced Device Control**
  Enforce policies regarding use of storage devices, mobile and portable devices, wireless devices connected to endpoints.

How BVG India Ltd. streamlined their endpoint management with Seqrite EPS?

After an in-depth scrutiny, the security specialists of BVG India Ltd. determined that Seqrite Endpoint Security (EPS) can fulfill their IT security requirements. Seqrite protects customers from ransomware attacks which continue to be on the rise across the globe. Apart from releasing regular updates (signatures) and enhancing heuristic solution – BDS (Behavior Detection System), Seqrite’s Anti-Ransomware feature keeps pace with the emerging and complex ransomware to protect users from potential attacks.

Seqrite’s BDS (Behavior Detection System) is a dynamic and advanced pro-active protection that helps to eliminate new and unknown malicious threats in the system. The Advanced DNA Scan technology provides zero-day protection. It actively monitors the activity on the system and takes immediate action if any suspicious activity is found by suspending the application/process from executing any further action.

Technical support provided by Seqrite has also enabled the organization to enforce complete control over its network and systems.

Why did Bharat Vikas Group choose Seqrite Endpoint Security?

The IT and security team of BVG India was specifically looking for a security solution that could assist the team in providing security against malware and infected websites. As the major concern was ransomware and malware attacks, the security specialists considered Seqrite Endpoint Security’s proven expertise in combating emerging ransomware threats.

Seqrite EPS is now successfully running on 650 endpoints in BVG India Ltd., Pune.

Key Benefits of using Seqrite EPS

- Comprehensive endpoint and data protection in one integrated solution
- Uninterrupted protection against malicious websites, phishing attacks and more
- Advanced endpoint protection with antivirus, intrusion detection, firewall and more.
- Proactive scanning of installed applications to detect unforeseen vulnerabilities